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Abstract. Hierarchical Task Network (HTN) planning uses task decom-
position to plan for an executable sequence of actions as a solution to a
problem. In order to reason effectively, an HTN planner needs expressive
domain knowledge. For instance, a simplified HTN planning system such
as JSHOP2 uses such expressivity and avoids some task interactions due
to the increased complexity of the planning process. We address the possi-
bility of simplifying the domain representation needed for an HTN plan-
ner to find good solutions, especially in real-world domains describing
home and building automation environments. We extend the JSHOP2
planner to reason about task interaction that happens when task’s ef-
fects are already achieved by other tasks. The planner then prunes some
of the redundant searches that can occur due to the planning process’s
interleaving nature. We evaluate the original and our improved planner
on two benchmark domains. We show that our planner behaves better
by using simplified domain knowledge and outperforms JSHOP2 in a
number of relevant cases.
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1 Introduction

Hierarchical Task Network (HTN) planning is a well-known and widely used
artificial intelligence planning technique. HTN planners are provided with a set
of goal tasks that have to be repeatedly decomposed until primitive tasks are
reached. Such task decomposition is based on the heuristics or subplans con-
tained in the domain knowledge. Well written heuristics or methods can signif-
icantly reduce search space and help planner to find an efficiently executable
plan. The main advantage of using HTN technique is the way of writing the
heuristics which can be seen as recipes that fit well with human being thinking.
Using heuristics during the planning process means that there should be different
interactions between tasks.

One type of interaction describes how task’s effects are already achieved by
other task(s) at some place in the task network. Most of the HTN planners
solve this task interaction by using the notion of a phantom task [10]. Among
these planners, a very popular implementation is SHOP2, a sound and complete
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planner [7]. The SHOP2 planner can reason if certain effect has been achieved
only if the domain knowledge contains such a phantom task (or several phantom
tasks). However, this type of reasoning depends on the domain’s writer ability
and experiences to identify and encode such task interaction and not on the
planner’s reasoning capabilities. Planners as SHOP2 avoid some task interactions
because they can increase the complexity of the planning process.

In general, writing knowledge for controlled/synthetic domains is easier than
for real-world ones. Even more, it is cumbersome to identify interactions be-
tween tasks in real-world settings. As an illustration, we introduce Greener-
Buildings1 project. GreenerBuildings’s objective is to develop generic principles
and an energy-aware framework that utilizes human activity and context recog-
nition techniques to adapt buildings for energy saving. To date, buildings involve
many manual tasks, as switching lights and appliances to seasonal changes in
the heating systems. Nevertheless, substantial energy savings in buildings can
be achieved by globally switching and regulating installations and appliances
to actual needs. Hence, the approach introduces concepts for self-powered sens-
ing, processing and actuation in large distributed networks that dynamically
minimize energy consumption. Such distributed networks are planned to have
approximately 1000 devices and, thus, a very large number of operators (if we
assume that each device represents appropriate operator). Encoding such a com-
plex domain is very tedious, especially when optimal solutions are essential as
the goal of the GreenerBuildings is to be energy aware. Operators can be as-
sociated with costs that reflect the amount of energy their execution requires.
Considering this information, the planner has to choose a decomposition that
corresponds to the minimum energy consumption. Even more, this decomposi-
tion should be optimal i.e. it should not contain redundant operators. Hence,
writing phantom tasks is not the best solution. Taking task interactions into
account, such a redundancy can be avoided in simple and elegant way.

In this paper, we extend the best-known JSHOP22 to reason explicitly over
the above-mentioned task interactions. We transfer some of the domain expres-
sivity into the planning process itself with the goal of keeping the domain repre-
sentation as simple and compact as possible. This is especially useful when the
domain writer is not familiar with some specific-purpose representation, e.g., a
phantom task. We introduce a task-to-task matching, which finds a task that
is accomplished and reasons that current task’s effects are achieved by already
accomplished task and that the current task can be ignored, if and only if the
effects are still holding. By adding the ability to identify and solve such task
interaction, the planner can also control the search space by avoiding some re-

1 GreenerBuildings is an Information and Communication Technologies project funded
under the European Seventh Framwork Programme on Engineering of Networked
Monitoring and Control Systems and Wireless Sensor Networks and Cooperating
Objects. More information can be found on http://greenerbuildings.eu

2 A Java implementation of SHOP2. JSHOP2 is available as open source on
http://sourceforge.net/projects/shop/files/JSHOP2/

http://greenerbuildings.eu
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dundant paths. Moreover, we show that the planner performs very good in cases
when JSHOP does not.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines the basic
HTN terms and the pantomization process. Section 3 introduces the algorithm in
details and an example of applying it. Next, Section 4 shows the implementation
and the evaluation on two benchmark domains. Section 5 discusses the addressed
issue and reviews related work. Finally, we finish with concluding remarks in
Section 6.

2 Background

2.1 HTN Planning

Intuitively, an HTN planning technique can be viewed as an extension of the
classical planning approach. The objective of an HTN planner is not to achieve a
set of goals but instead to perform a set of (goal) tasks. An HTN domain contains,
besides the set of operators, a set of high-level descriptions called methods.
Each method can be decomposed into a task network or a set of tasks with
ordering constraints between them. Each task should satisfy certain conditions.
An HTN planning problem includes initial task network that is decomposed into
a sequence of operators i.e. a plan.

Example 1. Consider the following example of high-level descriptions. We have
two HTN methods, one for adapting the office for living atmosphere(adjust-
office) and another method for adjusting the work desk (adjust-desk). Task
adjust-office can be decomposed into task network of three subtasks set-AC,
turn-on-light, turn-on-music. Task adjust-desk contains decomposition of two
subtasks, namely operators turn-on-light and start-computer.

Next, we provide formalism for an HTN planning that follows the one of
Ghallab et al. [4].

A task is an expression formed by a task symbol and a set of terms that can be
constants or variables. If the task symbol is an operator symbol, then the task is
primitive; otherwise, the task is nonprimitive. In our example, set-AC, turn-on-
light, turn-on-music, and start-computer are primitive tasks, while adjust-office
and adjust-desk are nonprimitive tasks.

Definition 1. A task network is a pair w = (U,C) where U is a set of task
nodes and C is a set of constraints. Each task node u ∈ U contains a task tu.
The task network is primitive if all of the tasks are primitive; otherwise, w is
nonprimitive.

Each constraint in C specifies a condition that must be satisfied by every
plan that is a solution to the planning problem. Examples of constraints are
precedence constraint, before-constraint, after-constraint and between-constraint.

Considering the above example, we could have a task network where U =
{u1, u2, u3}, u1 = set-AC, u2 = turn-on-light, and u3 = turn-on-music, and C



contains a precedence constraints, for example, that u1 must occur before u2 and
u2 must occur before u3 and a before-constraint such that the air conditioning
system is serviceable before u1.

Definition 2. An HTN method m is a 4-tuple (name(m), task(m), subtasks(m),
constraints(m)) respectively referring to the method’s name, a nonprimitive task,
and the method’s task network containing subtasks and constraints.

The descriptive name for the nonprimitive task adjust-office could be adjust1
with subtasks and constraints described above.

A method instance m is applicable in a state s if its preconditions are satisfied
in the s. A method instance m is relevant to task t if there is a substitution σ

such that σ(t) = task(m).

Definition 3. An HTN planning domain is a pair D = (O,M), where O is a
set of operators and M is a set of methods.

Taking into account our example, we could define a domain with five opera-
tors and two methods.

An operator o is an action described by a 3-tuple (name(o), preconditions(o),
effects(o)) referring to operator’s name, preconditions and effects, respectively.

Definition 4. An HTN planning problem is a 4-tuple P = (s0, w,O,M), where
s0 is the initial state, w is the initial task network and pair (O,M) is the planning
domain.

Finally, a plan π = 〈a1,a2,. . . ,an〉 is a solution for planning problem P if
there is a sequence of task decompositions that can be applied to w to produce
a primitive task network w′ such that π is a solution for w′ (considering that w

is a nonprimitive).
For example, the plan π = 〈set-AC,turn-on-light,start-computer,turn-on-

music〉 could be a solution for the problem of achieving both tasks, adjust-office
and adjust-desk.

2.2 Phantomization

A good and optimal plan should not contain redundant primitive tasks. There
are different aspects of how can unnecessary plan steps be reduced. One way to
accomplish reducing is during the planning process considering certain domain
descriptions.

Tate in [10] has introduced the term phantom task as a way of treating the
task as already achieved at some point in the network by other task(s). The
phantom task can be accomplished by doing nothing, if this task is placed
in the network at a point where its effect is still holding. This type od task
reduction is known as phantomization. Young et al. [12] have stated that the
idea of phantomization is key to the appropriate performance of the planners
that perform task decomposition. The advantage of using phantomization is
the planner’s ability to reason which tasks are unnecessary, and, therefore, to
produce more efficient plans. The weak point is its identification and encoding
into the domain representation.



3 Task Interaction

We address the possibility of diminishing the tedious writing of effective domain
knowledge by introducing an enhanced reasoning over one type of task interac-
tion and demonstrating it by extending currently the most popular simplified
HTN planner JSHOP2. The reasoning is performed by checking whether the
current task’s effects are already achieved by other same named task, and are
still holding at the current state. In the case where these effects are still holding,
the planner reasons that this task is redundant, avoids applying it and continues
with the planning process. By enabling this task interaction, the planner also
has to control the search space as this interaction can happen in different levels
of task interleaving which can lead to redundant searches or plans (if such exist).

In this way, the planner is enhanced with the ability to find a plan even when
the domain writer does not provide highly efficient (alternative) methods. The
remainder of the section describes the planning algorithm, and a simple problem
example.

3.1 Algorithm

Our algorithms outlined in Alg. 1 and Alg. 2 are high-level descriptions incorpo-
rated in the existing JSHOP2 planning and interleaving algorithms. Algorithm 1
takes as input a planning problem (s0,w0,D), as defined in the previous section,
and an agenda A. Algorithm 2 takes as input a task list wi, and an agenda A.

Algorithm 1 task interaction

1: Call interleave to choose an appropriate task t ∈ wi

2: if t is a primitive task then

3: if t is applicable in the current state si then

4: add the t’s effects to the A

5: end if

6: else if t is a nonprimitive task then

7: if same named method has been previously reduced then

8: get it’s subtasks and call this algorithm recursively
9: end if

10: if t is reducible in the current state si then

11: add t to the reduced methods list
12: end if

13: end if

Let us examine the algorithms in detail. Algorithm 1 starts with the inter-
leaving step which calls helper algorithm Alg. 2, as noted in line 1 (Alg. 2 shows
only incorporated steps in the existing interleaving mechanism of JSHOP2). Al-
gorithm 2 prunes each primitive task that is already applied (i.e. a step in the
potential plan) and its effects are elements of A, as it is shown in lines 1-5.



Agenda A contains all facts that are holding up to the i-th state. When these
conditions are fulfilled we say that task t is matchable. Formal definitions follow.

Definition 1. Let si be the current state. Agenda A consists of a set of logical
atoms which values are accurate in the si state.

Definition 2. Let t be the current primitive task, ta already applied primitive
task, si the current state, and A is the agenda. Task t is matchable with ta if
and only if t and ta denote same operator instance, and ta’s effects are elements
of A in the state si.

Algorithm 2 interleave

1: if t ∈ wi is a primitive task then

2: if same named operator is already applied and t’s effects are in A then

3: t is matchable and do not interleave it
4: end if

5: end if

Planning continues depending on whether the chosen task is primitive or
nonprimitive. If the chosen task t corresponds to a primitive task, which is ap-
plicable in the state si, its effects are added to the list of logical atoms A, as
noted in lines 2-5. When the chosen task t is a nonprimitive task (see line 6),
JSHOP2 skips the method’s branches for which bindings do not exist. However,
when we consider task interaction we should check also some of these branches,
in particular, those ones that have been already successfully instantiated (i.e.
their primitive subtasks are part of the potential plan). Therefore, in lines 7-9
we add the logic to the algorithm that reduces this type of branch and call the al-
gorithm recursively with branch’s subtasks as task list wi+1, which matchability
can be further checked. Formal definition follows.

Definition 3. Let t be the current nonprimitive task, tj is the j-th branch of t,
and si is the current state. Task t is reducible into branch tj if and only if tj is
instantiated in state sk, where k < i.

JSHOP2 is a partial-ordered planner, which produces all possible combina-
tions of tasks’ sequences. Previously identified task interaction enables additional
interleaving steps between tasks. Indeed, when the interaction has already hap-
pened many of the interleaving steps are not necessary as they produce redun-
dant searching. Hence, we have added a control ability to the algorithm that
prunes these steps. For instance, if the planner finds a plan at some point after
successful task interaction and backtracks to try other combinations, without
controlling the search it will find a number of plans which are equal as the first
found one.

The algorithm continues searching for other possible branches of t for which
exist appropriate binding in the i-th state. Thus, when certain method’s branch



is reducible in the current state si, method’s branch is added to the list of reduced
methods (see line 10).

Some of the Alg. 1’s steps are excluded from the sketch. They are the same
as the those in JSHOP2.

3.2 An Example

Consider the example from Sec. 2. Say that we want to perform both tasks i.e.
two goal tasks: preparing the work desk in office R and adjusting office R after
some time being empty. More specifically, the task of adjusting the desk can
be decomposed into two subtasks of turning on the light l and starting the
computer c. Task of adjusting the office can be decomposed into three subtasks
of setting the air conditioning system a, turning on the light l and switching on
the music system m (see Fig. 1). One of the most effective solutions is when the
air conditions are comfortable, the light is turned on, the music is playing and
the computer is started and ready for work.

adjust-office(R,a,l,m) 

!set-AC(a,R) !turn-on-light(l,R) !turn-on-music(m,A)

adjust-desk(R,l,c)

!turn-on-light(l,R) !start-computer(c,R)

Fig. 1. Example of two tasks decompositions

Listing 1.1 outlines the above methods described with the JSHOP2 notation.
Methods adjust-desk and adjust-office do not contain any preconditions
to keep representation as simple as possible. Methods’ descriptions are the same
as in the graphical design except that they are generalized for any terms by using
variables.

( : method ( adjust−o f f i c e ? r ?a ? l ?m)
( )
( ( ! set−AC ?a ? r ) ( ! turn−on−l i g h t ? l ? r ) ( ! turn−on−music ?m ? r )
)

)
( : method ( adjust−desk ? r ? l ? c )
( )
( ( ! turn−on−l i g h t ? l ? r ) ( ! s t a r t−computer ? c ? r ) )

)

Listing 1.1. Simple Methods’ Descriptions

We can now examine the situation when the algorithm is on the right way
of finding a good solution. Let us assume straightforward applying of the first
two operators (!set-AC a R) and (!turn-on-light l R) from method
(adjust-office R a l m). We should note that their effects are added to



the agenda at the applying point. Process continues by interleaving the method
(adjust-desk R l c) and reducing it to its task network. Method’s first sub-
task is (!turn-on-light l R) which we assumed that is already a part of
the potential plan. Thus, the algorithm reasons that this task is already achieved
and that its effect (the light l is on) is still holding. Therefore, the algorithm is
allowed to prune the task from interleaving and continues by processing the rest
of available tasks. In few steps it finds the correct sequence of operators, i.e. the
plan.

In contrast to our solution, JSHOP2 will not find a plan by having in mind
the above domain description. In order to be able to find a solution, we have
to improve the domain with more effective descriptions. In List. 1.2 we en-
close enhanced descriptions. As we can see, we have included additional method
light-helper which has a decomposition representing a phantomization pro-
cess of doing nothing when the light is already turned on. Comparing List. 1.1
and List. 1.2 is obvious that we make more simple and compact domain repre-
sentation.

( : method ( adjust−o f f i c e ? r ?a ? l ?m)
( )
( ( ! set−AC ?a ? r ) ( l i gh t −he lpe r ? l ? r ) ( ! turn−on−music ?m ? r )
)

)
( : method ( adjust−desk ? r ? l ? c )
( )
( ( l i gh t −he lpe r ? l ? r ) ( ! s t a r t−computer ? c ? r ) )

)
( : method ( l i gh t−he lpe r ? l ? r )
( not ( on ? l ? r ) )
( ! turn−on−l i g h t ? l ? r )

( on ? l ? r )
( )

)
)

Listing 1.2. Enhanced Methods’ Descriptions

4 Implementation and Evaluation

As mentioned above, we used SHOP2 Java implementation. We have evaluated
our implementation on two benchmark planning domains, namely the Logis-
tic domain which is available with the JSHOP2 source code and Dock-Worker
Robot [4] which we adapted to fit with the JSHOP2 notation.

We have three objectives by performing evaluation: to show that our en-
hanced eJSHOP2 planner is able to find solutions with simplified domain de-
scription, to show that its performance is nevertheless reasonable compared



to JSHOP2 planner despite added complexity to the planning process, and to
present that our planner can perform better in some cases.

Figure 2 shows the results by testing the planners in the Logistics domain.
We have created three problems with gradual complexity. Problem 1 includes
two locations and two packages that have to be transfered from one location
to the other. Problem 2 examines the situation with three locations and four
packages, and Problem 3 tests 4 locations with six packages to transfer. For
each problem the planners have tried to find 100, 200, 300 and 400 plans. As we
can see, in every case JSHOP2 has better performance. The reason for such a
behavior is due to the reasoning in the preconditions and not having additional
search spaces to look for a plan, while in our implementation planning includes
more chances for additional search space and backtracking along with it.
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Fig. 2. Runtime Measurement on the Logistics Domain

Figure 3 shows a little different results. Planners have been tested on the
Dock-Worker Robots domain. There are five different problems on which plan-
ners have tried to find all possible solutions. JSHOP2 planner has found more
plans due to its inability to prune the search space that promises a number of
redundant plans as a result of the combinatorial nature of the interleaving pro-
cess. In a slightly more complex problems it easily runs out of memory. On the
contrary, our eJSHOP2 planner performs faster as a result of the possibility to
prune some of the ways that can lead to redundant searches.

All experiments were performed on a Windows-based machine with 3 GB of
memory and a 2.00 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo processor.

5 Discussion and Related Work

The main advantage of HTN planning is its ability to deal with very large and
complex problem domains. However, HTN requires experienced domain writers
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to provide the planner with the descriptions that it needs to plan. Especially,
this is a case with HTN planners that know everything about the state of the
world at each planning step. JSHOP2 produces a plan based on such a principle
and executes the plan latter. Worthily mentioning is that this kind of planners
guarantee that a plan will be found if all the necessary requirements are provided.
Indeed, we have to write powerful methods and to describe all possible situations
that might happen in the specific domain. Therefore, we have to assume that
we exactly know how these descriptions will affect on the planning process and
the world state. However, we question if there is a possibility to transfer some
of the expressivity of the domain representation to the planning process itself.

We have shown that in certain cases the domain representation can be simpli-
fied. Although this contribution has slowed down the performance of the planner,
there are cases when this implementation can be useful. Planners as JSHOP2
avoid task interactions since they can expand the search space and increase the
complexity of the planning process.

SHOP2 is sound and complete planner [8] or it can produce a correct plan
if all necessary requirements are fulfilled i.e. a set of methods and operators is
able to generate a solution for a problem. Understanding the completeness and
soundness of our extension is straightforward as by simplifying the domain repre-
sentation we enhanced the algorithm to be able to deal with such simplification.

Usually planners’ performances are evaluated on standard benchmark do-
mains. However, there is no simple and absolute way to judge the efficiency of a
planning system. One should understand the computational complexity of plan-
ning in a particular domain in order to be able to asses the efficiency of the
planner. If no planning system performs well in a given domain, does it mean
that all planners are bad, or is it domain naturally hard? Such questions and
answers are addressed in [5].

The idea of reducing redundant tasks is not new. Past 30 years a lot of
research has been done in finding a way of reducing unnecessary plan steps.



One way to accomplish this idea is during the planning process. Several task
decomposition planners support this way of reduction [9] [10] [11]. All planners
use the domain expressivity to reason about the redundancy and, to the best of
our knowledge, no one has incorporated that ability to the planner itself.

As mentioned, Tate [10] has introduced the phantom task that can be accom-
plished by doing nothing, if this task is placed in the network at a point where
its effect is still holding. The phantomization process is used in the framework
for plan modification and reuse [6]. It is stated that when the task t is of the
form achieve(C), and C can be achieved directly by using the effects of some
other task tc ∈ T , where T is a set of tasks, then t becomes a phantom task and
its reduction becomes 〈{phantom(C)},Ø,Ø〉. All these task reduction schemas
are given to the planner a priori as part of the domain specification.

In addition, [1] has proposed an idea to merge tasks with similar actions. To
merge two tasks means that their actions must “match” in the sense that they
differ only in the slots where one or both have anonymous constants. This idea
has no formalism nor practical implementation, thus, it is impossible to compare.

Foulser et al. [3] have proposed a formalism and both optimal and efficient
heuristics algorithms for finding minimum-cost merged plans. In their formal
theory a set Σ of operators is mergeable with a (merged) operator µ if and only
if µ can achieve all the useful effects of the operators in Σ, and µ’s preconditions
are subsumed in the preconditions of Σ, and the cost of µ is less than the cost
of Σ. Although our idea is similar to theirs, we use less constrained task to task
interaction in an HTN planning. Hence, we consider two types of tasks, methods
and operators.

In the multiagent environment, Cox and Durfee [2] have described an algo-
rithm that uses a merging approach to help agents remove redundant plan steps
while at the same time can preserve their autonomy. Basically, their approach
remove redundant steps from plans instead of not adding them at all.

6 Concluding Remarks

We presented an algorithm with the ability to reason about one type of task
interaction. Most of existing systems use domain’s methods to deal with this kind
of interaction. We included the phantomization process as part of the planning
process itself.

We have extended JSHOP2 planner to be able to identify and process already
existing effects. Thus, the planner is capable of pruning some redundant searches.
This was not case with previous systems as this cannot be included as ability
into the domain heuristics.

In future work, there is possibility to extend this task-to-task matching into
a task-to-tasks matching. In this case, it is possible to optimize some plans
even more by reducing the number of steps necessary to have a solution to the
planning problem. We believe that there is an opportunity to include more task
interactions into the planning process to the planners as JSHOP2.
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